We investigate the strength and the direction of information transfer in the U.S. stock market between the composite stock price index of stock market and prices of individual stocks using the transfer entropy. Through the directionality of the information transfer, we find that individual stocks are influenced by the index of the market.
Introduction
Recently, economy has become an active research area for physicists. Physicists have attempted to apply the concepts and methods of statistical physics, such as the correlation function, multifractal, spin models, complex networks, and information theory to study economic problems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] .
From the economic system, many empirical data reflecting the economic conditions can be obtained. Among them the time series of composite stock price index is one of the best data reflecting economics conditions well. The index data is used to analyze and predict the perspective of markets. The scientific interest in studying financial markets stems from the fact that there is a large amount of reasonably well defined data.
Information is an important keyword in analyzing the market or in estimating the stock price of a given company. It is quantified in rigorous mathematical terms [19] , and the mutual information, for example, appears as meaningful choice replacing a simple linear correlation even though it still does not specify the direction. The directionality, however, is required to discriminate the more influential one between correlated participants, and can be detected by the transfer entropy [20] .
In many case, traders in the stock market refer to the index to invest in stocks. Therefore, we can guess that prices of stocks is affected by the composite stock index of the market. However, No attempt to measure the influence of index quantitatively has been accomplished, while it is found evident that the interaction therein is highly nonlinear, unstable, and long-ranged from many previous research on econophysics using financial time series. Schreiber [20] introduced the transfer entropy which measures dependency in time between two variables. We focus quantitatively on the direction of information flow between the index data and the price of individual companies using the method of the transfer entropy. This concept of the transfer entropy has been already applied to the analysis of financial time series by Marschinski and Kantz [21] . They calculated the information flow between the Dow Jones and DAX stock indexes and obtained conclusions consistent with empirical observations. While they examined interactions between two huge markets, we construct its internal structure between stock index and individual stocks.
Transfer entropy
The transfer entropy which measures directionality of variable with respect to time has been recently introduced by Schreiber [20] based on the probability density function (PDF). Let us consider two discrete and stationary process, I and J. The transfer entropy relates k previous samples of process I and l previous samples of process J is defined as follows:
where i t and j t represent the discrete states at time t of I and J, respectively. i
t denotes k and l dimensional delay vectors of two time consequences I and J, respectively. The joint PDF p(i t+1 , i
T ) is the probability that the combination of i t+1 , i 
t ) are the probability that i t+1 has a particular value when the value of previous samples i The transfer entropy with index J → I measures how much the dynamics of process J influences the transition probabilities of another process I. The reverse dependency is calculated by exchanging i and j of the joint and conditional PDFs. The transfer entropy is explicitly asymmetric under the exchange of i t and j t . It can thus give the information about the direction of interaction between two time series.
The transfer entropy is quantified by information flow from J to I. The transfer entropy can be calculated by subtracting the information obtained from the last observation of I only from the information about the latest observation I obtained from the last joint observation of I and J. This is the main concept of the transfer entropy. Therefore, the transfer entropy can be rephrased as when d is very high, the greater part of return is fallen under intermediate state. So data is able to be considered in one-state system. As the value of d, the range of intermediate state, is changed, the probability of each state is varied. Fig. 1 represents the probability of each state. The probabilities of increase and decrease states are almost same. Therefore, the probability of intermediate state increases as d is increasing, while those of increase and decrease are reduced. Around d = 0.003, the probabilities of three states are approximately same for both of composite stock index. On the other hand, individual stocks represent the same probability at d = 0.006. The reason, why the value of d which makes the same probability for composite stock index is not same to that for individual stock prices, is that index usually does not change its value abruptly in a day compare with individual stocks, because composite stock index is average or weighted average of individual stock prices. Fig . 2 shows the mean value of the transfer entropy between composite stock index (I) and price of individual stocks (S) for the GSPC and the DJI as a function of d with k = 1 and l = 1. The transfer entropy from the stock index to the stock prices, T I→S , is almost higher than that from the stock prices to the stock index, T S→I . At d = 0, discretized data is fallen into two-states because the intermediate state is disappeared. Therefore, it has smaller value of the transfer entropy compared with that for three states. As d is increasing, the number of state turns to three, and the transfer entropy is maximized around Open squares ( ) and triangles (△) of Fig. 2 represent the transfer entropy from shuffled data. As expected, the transfer entropy from shuffled data is smaller than that from the original data, and also the difference between T I→S and T S→I is disappeared below d ≈ 0.02 and above d ≈ 0.04 in both indices. In the range from around 0.02 to around 0.04, number of states for the indices is 1, while it is still 3 for individual stocks. Therefore, this difference between them triggers discrepancy of the transfer entropy between the indices and stocks. (9) for the GSPC and 0.40 (9) for the DJI. In Table 1 , the top 10 companies of the transfer entropy is listed. Among the top 10 companies, Xerox Corp., Entergy Corp., Consolidated Edison Inc., Centerpoint Energy Inc., and PG & E belong to the top 10 companies for both T I→S and T S→I . Both Fig. 4 and Table 1 show that the higher T I→S , the higher T S→I , though the average value of T I→S is higher than one of T S→I . Consequently, individual stocks are able to be divided into highly connected stocks and lowly connected stocks to the market.
Conclusion
The concept of the transfer entropy has been proposed for finding direction of casuality. Using the measure, we are able to investigate the information flow between stock index and individual stocks. Our results indicate that there is a stronger flow of information from the stock index to the individual stocks than vice versa, and the transfer entropy for both direction has positive correlation. Moreover, we expect similar result to the U.S. market for other stock markets. As a matter of fact, the result of the information flow in Japan stock market also produces the same directional casuality although it is not shown in this paper.
We have desire to find the correlations between the direction of information flow and company profile. However, we could not find it yet. The division of individual stocks due to the direction of casuality between composite stock index and companies may be useful for the stock investment strategies. Table 1 The top 10 companies of the transfer entropy.
